Big Desire to Share Big Health Data: A Shift in Consumer Attitudes toward Personal Health Information
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Abstract
Sharing personal health information is essential to create next generation healthcare services. To realize preventive and personalized medicine, large numbers of consumers must pool health information to create datasets that can be analyzed for wellness and disease trends. Incorporating this information will not only empower consumers, but also enable health systems to improve patient care. To date, consumers have been reluctant to share personal health information for a variety of reasons, but attitudes are shifting. Results from an online survey demonstrate a strong willingness to share health information for research purposes. Building on these results, the authors present a framework to increase health information sharing based on trust, motivation, community, and informed consent.

Introduction
Consumer attitudes toward sharing personal information are changing. A recent Businessweek article about consumer privacy issues stated, “Given the choice between pizza and privacy, a remarkable number will opt for the pizza.” (Brady 2013). Translating those incentives to improve healthcare remains an ongoing challenge. Globally, healthcare is regionalized, populations are aging, and individuals are increasingly more educated about healthcare issues. Additionally, U.S.-based consumers are seeking pricing transparency to purchase value-based, rather than fee-based healthcare. To respond to these changing requirements, personal health information sharing can provide an important component to facilitate next generation health services. This study explores personal health information sharing, which can occur in at least three venues: 1) health information sharing between health agencies, 2) individuals sharing health data with medical providers, and 3) individuals sharing health data in health research studies, health social networks, biobanks, and nationwide health information exchanges.

The benefits of information sharing between health agencies have been documented. For example, the Premier healthcare alliance claims that sharing outcomes data saved 92,000 lives and $9 billion over the four and a half year study period. Nationwide, hospitals could save a projected 950,000 lives and $93 billion over a five year period (Monegain 2013). In the U.S., federally-sponsored programs are underway to develop an interoperable data infrastructure to link health providers nationally (McKinney 2013; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 2013). Some ratios, such as the percentage of patients who have ceased using tobacco, had childhood immunizations, or received nutrition counseling are gathered and shared with the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. These population health measures are designed to improve healthcare for providers, but do little to improve the health of the individual (CMS 2013). Individuals can be particular about which data they would like to share with whom and under what circumstances. A 2010 survey showed that a majority of adults expressed discomfort (42%) or uncertainty (25%) if their anonymized health information were shared with other organizations (California HealthCare Foundation 2010). In June 2013, an InfoSys survey showed that only 58% of U.S.-based respondents were willing to share personal or family medical history with healthcare professionals (InfoSys 2013). Other surveys have found that consumers are more willing to share health data. In a March 2013 survey, Cisco found that 74% of consumers were willing to participate in remote health services and cloud-based storage of their personal health data (Horowitz 2013). Sharing health
Information is acknowledged to be more complex than in other areas such as consumer spending and financial data, where similar privacy concerns exist (Agarwal and Anderson 2008; Balaram et al. 2013).

A number of Web sites and online communities based on research goals have had greater success. For example, in one study of controlled health record users, 91% were willing to share medical information for health research purposes, with 59% preferring an opt-in sharing model (Weitzman, Kaci, and Mandl 2010; Weitzman et al. 2012). At 23andMe, 87% of all customers have agreed to participate in research, and 88% have answered at least one research question (Tung et al. 2011). New models of participant-centered sharing suggest that sharing is more likely to occur when individuals have the power to select the conditions under which they share (Kaye et al. 2012).

The advent of personal genomic services in 2007 has provided a unique venue for studying personal attitudes towards information sharing. Although current FDA regulations have slowed the adoption of direct-to-consumer approaches in the U.S., consumers have had the increasing ability to obtain, use, and share their own health information (FDA 2013). One study found that consumers had a positive attitude towards consumer genomics; they purchased services related to medical care and were willing to share results with physicians for interpretation (McGuire et al. 2009). Another study found early users approached personal genomics with both optimism for genomic research and skepticism about the technology's capabilities (McGowan, Fishman, and Lambrix 2010). A more recent study examined personalized genomic medicine based on individualized risk diagnosis and prevention, and explored how outcomes could be improved as our understanding of health and preventive wellness expands from medical to social contexts. (Juengst et al. 2012). A final, emerging dimension for health information sharing is its importance not only for health outcomes, but also for its societal effects in destigmatizing health issues (Swan 2013; Kido and Swan 2013).

Description and Methods

The objective of this study was to investigate consumer attitudes toward sharing health information, particularly for research purposes. Two key questions guided the online survey developed for this research:

1. Are consumers willing to share genomic, medical and health tracking information for research purposes?

2. Do consumers have interest in receiving recommendations based on shared personal health information?

Other questions attempted to gauge consumers’ willingness to share; what data types they were willing to share; whether physicians influence the sharing process; who should control access and review of data; what consumers want to know after sharing; why they share; what they see as risks and benefits; and what barriers may exist to limit sharing.

The study was conducted by recruiting crowdsourced health study cohorts. Enrollment was open and ongoing, with a minimum of 100 participants sought for the first phase of data analysis. Study recruitment and operation was performed via the Internet-based health collaboration community Genomera (www.genomera.com). The survey was hosted by Traitwise (www.traitwise.com), a company that provides gamification-enhanced surveys to increase participant engagement.

Before gathering data, the survey instrument was posted on Genomera for a two week open review period. In addition, participants were able to comment and post questions throughout the duration of the survey. To access the survey on the Genomera site, participants were first consented via an online form (http://bit.ly/sharing-health-info-consent), which was overseen by the RIKEN GENESIS Institutional Review Board (www.rikengenesis.jp). After consent, participants were directed to the Traitwise-hosted survey. Since Genomera is in a limited release beta period, the consent form was also added to the Traitwise survey to increase participation. The survey received 40 responses from Genomera participants (http://www.genomera.com/studies/sharing-health-information), and 88 responses directly from Traitwise (http://bit.ly/sharing-health-info-survey). In all cases, participants were consented.

The inclusion criteria were a willingness to participate and self-declaration to be at least 18 years of age. In a small number of cases, participants’ responses were excluded because they did not agree to the consent form (n=3), or when the number of responses was one or zero (n=10). After excluding disqualified participants, responses from 128 participants remained. All responses are anonymous.
and not personally identifiable. To reduce order bias, survey questions were presented randomly, and respondents had the option to skip any question.

**Results**

During the survey timeframe of July 30, 2012 to April 30, 2013, 128 participants provided over 7,900 data points. The 27-question survey produced a maximum of 91 responses per person. The average number of responses was 71 and the median was 89. In the top quintile (73-91 responses), 73% of respondents answered 73 or more questions (Figures 1 and 2). The average time to complete the survey was five minutes.

**Demographics**

Although the majority of respondents self-reported to be from the United States (72%), more than 12 countries were represented (by region: North America (77%), Europe (14%), Australia (4%), Asia (1%), other (5%)) (Figure 3). In the U.S., the majority of respondents were employed full-time (55%) or self-employed (19%), reflecting somewhat higher rates of employment than the U.S. average [ref] (Figure 4). Most respondents had completed at least four years of college (86%), with 59% of respondents reporting a Master’s level education or higher. For U.S.-based participants, education rates were similar (84% and 54%, respectively) (Figure 5). Top areas of employment were computing/IT (21%) and science/research (21%) (Figure 6).

The gender of the respondents was reported as 50% female and 50% male (Figure 7). Age cohorts were banded in 5-year increments from 20 to 90+ years. Age cohorts between 20 to 74 years received at least two responses in each age band, and the 90+ cohort received one response. The average age cohort was 40-44 years, and the pseudo median was 41 years (Figure 8).

The gender of the respondents was reported as 50% female and 50% male (Figure 7). Age cohorts were banded in 5-year increments from 20 to 90+ years. Age cohorts between 20 to 74 years received at least two responses in each age band, and the 90+ cohort received one response. The average age cohort was 40-44 years, and the pseudo median was 41 years (Figure 8).

**Willingness to share**

Six questions explored participants’ willingness to share health information. The question “I am willing to share my health and medical information” received 105 responses: 63% were willing to share personal information “in some cases,” and approximately one-third responded “yes” (Figure 9). A response of “in some cases” or “yes” prompted five additional questions about data sharing, presented to respondents in random order. The first question asked with whom respondents were willing to share health and medical information: personal physician or healthcare provider (88%), non-profit research organizations (84%), family member (83%), universities or academic institution (79%), government (28%), for-profit companies (24%), others (23%), insurance companies (14%) (Figure 10). The second question inquired about the motivation for sharing health information: make new health discoveries (88%), learn more about personal health risks (82%), desire to change current system (73%), health condition (66%), learn more about my ancestry (31%), want something in return (15%), bragging rights (11%) (Figure 11). The third question queried what respondents would like to know based on the information shared: actionable things I can do to improve my health (93%), my likelihood to develop a disease (86%), what others like me are doing to stay healthy (82%), my current state of health (81%), my health relative to peers or others (71%), how my health may affect my children (62%), other (17%) (Figure 12). Question number four asked whether respondents would like to connect with others who have similar health conditions: yes (70%), no (30%) (Figure 13). The last posed whether or not respondents would share information even if it were not anonymized: in some cases (68%), no (19%), yes (13%) (Figure 14).

Finally, all respondents were asked two questions about sharing irreversibly anonymized information for research purposes. If data were irreversibly anonymized, 71% of respondents were willing to share data with researchers: yes (71%), in some cases (21%), no (2%) (Figure 15). In a related question, one-third of respondents were not concerned, and about half are either concerned or very concerned about the re-identification of their anonymized health and medical information (Figure 16).

**What to share**

When asked about sharing health and medical information, participants responded that they would share these data
“under the right circumstances”: diet (88%), exercise (88%), traits (85%), diseases and conditions (81%), and genomic data (80%), fitness tracking information (80%), medications (79%), environmental factors (78%), electronic medical records (72%), other (27%). The respondents’ average “willingness to share” across the data types surveyed was 76% (Figure 17). Almost two-thirds (64%) of respondents declared owning one or more tracking devices: Fitbit or other activity tracking (28%), blood pressure cuff (27%), wireless scale (17%), blood glucose monitor (16%), Zeo or other sleep monitoring device (12%), other (18%) (Figures 18 and 19). Approximately one-third (34%) of respondents reported being genotyped by a company such as 23andMe, Navigenics, Pathway Genomics, etc.: no (66%), yes (34%) (Figure 20).

**Influencers**

Two questions explored the physician’s role in data sharing. In the first, respondents were asked a sliding scale question about the perception of their physician, from “Godlike” to “just another person.” Over half of respondents in the top quintile (56%) saw their doctor as “just another person” (Figure 21). A second question inquired whether sharing might be influenced by physicians. Most respondents were indifferent if their physicians were to tell them it was safe to share health and medical information; however, about thirty percent were more likely to share if their physicians told them it was safe to do so (Figure 22).

**Access and review**

When asked who should control access to anonymized medical data for research purposes, respondents responded: myself (69%), non-profit organizations (45%), universities and academic institutions (38%), national databanks (34%), government (25%), for-profit companies (6%), insurance companies (3%) (Figure 23). After uploading health and medical information, respondents stated a willingness to pay various entities to review data and provide recommendations: non-profit organization with recommendations based on scientifically validated algorithms (63%), physician or healthcare provider (59%), genetic counselor (52%), for-profit company with recommendations based on scientifically validated algorithms (40%) (Figure 24).

**Sharing and motivation**

Based on information shared, respondents wanted to know: actionable things I can do to improve my health (93%), my likelihood to develop a disease (86%), what others like me are doing to stay healthy (82%), my current state of health (81%), my health relative to peers or others (71%), how my health may affect my children (62%), other (17%) (Figure 12). After sharing health and medical information, 70% of respondents would like to connect with others who have similar health conditions (Figure 13). The majority of respondents are more likely to share if they receive personalized recommendations based on discoveries made from their data (53% in top quintile) (Figure 25). Conversely, when asked about being more likely or less likely to share health and medical information in return for money, about one-quarter of respondents would be less motivated, and one quarter would be more motivated: bottom quintile (22%), middle quintile (36%), top quintile (25%) (Figure 26).

**Risk/benefit and barriers**

Concerning the risk and benefit of sharing health information, 58% of respondents answered that contributing health and medical information to medical research is “a little risky, but potentially or very beneficial” (Figure 27). Two-thirds of respondents also believe it would improve healthcare “absolutely” if people would be willing to provide their health data (Figure 28). Responses to perceived barriers to sharing health information include: privacy concerns (85%), lack of awareness of value of contribution (77%), concern about data being used for profit (58%), no easy way to share data (45%), other (13%) (Figure 29). When asked about sharing genomic data, specific sharing concerns included: insurance discrimination (67%), personal or family privacy (43%), employment discrimination (40%), racial discrimination (11%), other (20%) (Figure 30).

**Discussion and Limitations**

This section discusses a number of limitations of the study, and highlights several general themes. Regarding the survey instrument, over 70% of participants responded to more than 90% of all survey questions. The high survey response rate can in part be attributed to the self-selected nature of the participants. Increased survey engagement may also be the result of the Traitwise survey platform,
which encourages continued participation by providing respondents with immediate feedback after each response (Figure 31). A second phase of the survey is underway to analyze the effectiveness of the Traitwise platform relative to traditional survey instruments. A number of known limitations exist surrounding the use of self-reported data (Swan 2012, 2012a, 2013). The greatest limitation of the study is that the number of respondents is relatively small (n=128). Cohort-based correlations were not possible due to the small number of responses in each age group (n<20 for all groups). Finally, with 54% of U.S.-based participants reporting at least a master’s level education, the respondent’s education level is more than four times higher than the U.S. average (U.S. Census Bureau 2012). Generalizing these results requires additional research across a broader population with more diverse educational backgrounds. To continue validating results, the study has been re-opened on Genomera to gather further survey data (http://www.genomera.com/studies/sharing-health-information). In addition to these limitations, a number of general themes emerged that may influence how and when consumers share health information, discussed below.

Privacy Paradox

The idea that consumers are worried about their privacy, but choose to disclose information despite their reservations has been called the privacy paradox. Acquisti et al present evidence that privacy concerns follow a U-shaped distribution that cluster around extreme focal points (Acquisti, John, and Loewenstein 2010). Although some researchers believe that a growing privacy movement will require stricter controls (Lewis, Kaufman, and Christakis 2008), privacy preference research in social network sites shows that consumers become more relaxed with sharing over time (Barnes 2006; Utz and Kramer 2009). The results from this study indicate a high willingness to share health information with physicians, family members, and non-profit research institutions, despite privacy concerns. The desire to share health information for research purposes is especially strong when the data are irreversibly anonymized, although privacy in this area cannot be guaranteed (Gymrek et al. 2013).

Access Controls

In science, the issue of access versus ownership has a rich history (Hilgartner and Brandt-Rauf 1994; Kent 1999). Contemporary discussions surrounding healthcare information are about information access rather than ownership (Trotter 2012). In this survey, over two-thirds of respondents indicated a personal desire to control access to their anonymized health information with researchers, suggesting that active monitoring, opt-in, or policy-based control systems will be required (Kaye 2012). How these data access controls will evolve is uncertain, although Meaningful Use standards in the U.S. will certainly play a role (CMS 2014).

Health Data Commons

A very practical concern is the lack of a health data commons, that is, data storage location(s) for personal health information (Swan 2013). Many initiatives are underway to address this issue, including public research repositories such as Coriell Personalized Medicine Collaborative, DNA Digest, Genomes Unzipped, openSNP, Personal Genome Project, Reg4All, and Sage Bionetworks. Consumers may also benefit from the recently proposed Patient Generated Health Data model from the HL7 standards committee (HL7 Standard Committee 2014). Rare disease and pre-competitive registries provide similar data services, but on a more focused level (Sanford 2014, Cancer Commons 2014, TranSMART 2014). Similarly, for-profit concerns such as 23andMe and PatientsLikeMe have business models that include the sale of aggregated and anonymized data to pharmaceutical and other healthcare concerns. To address data interoperability, academic-based consortiums and government-backed initiatives are exploring standards for sharing genomic and phenotypic data (eMerge Network 2014; International Cancer Genomics Consortium 2014; Genome Standards Consortium 2014; Phenx.org 2014). These health data repositories are developing independently and incorporate vastly different economic models. Standards and federated sharing models will be essential to create datasets that can be shared and analyzed for wellness and disease trends.

Motivation / Value Proposition

For participants, the motivation to share was largely driven by a desire to make new health discoveries and learn about personal health risks. Monetizing the sharing process produced an ambivalent result, leading to the possibility that many of the participants could be thought of as data altruists (Kohane and Altman 2005). If true, health data shared by relatively few individuals could produce results for many. In return for sharing, participants were interested in actionable suggestions to improve their health, their
likelihood to develop a disease, and a social reciprocity regarding what similar participants were doing to stay healthy. A majority would like to connect with others with similar conditions, suggesting that the social value of sharing should not be overlooked.

**Recommendations based on shared information**

In this population, respondents most often reported a willingness to pay non-profit organizations and physicians to review and provide recommendations based on the results of their shared health information. Commercial solutions such as the Understanding Your Genome service from Illumina, coupled with the company’s recent announcement of a high-end sequencer that can deliver the long sought-after $1000 genome, portends a market for these services. Health coaches, physicians, and social health sites will all be candidates for the future of personalized health recommendations (Swan 2012a).

**A Framework to Increase Health Information Sharing**

Based on the results of this survey, we propose that health information sharing can be increased by focusing on the following areas: trust, motivation, community, and informed consent (Figure 32). Trust addresses previously discussed access control issues; motivation explains consumer eagerness and willingness to share; community incorporates social aspects of sharing; and informed consent such as Portable Legal Consent provides the legal constructs necessary to safeguard privacy (Portable Legal Consent 2014). Taken together, this framework can advance participant-centric initiatives and create sustainable research partnerships.

**Conclusions**

Sharing health information is critical to the realization of personalized and preventive medicine. Key challenges include the formation of nationwide health information exchanges and biobanks where individuals can contribute data from different healthcare providers. Permission-based data sharing will enable consumers to determine how and when health information will be used. Appropriate portable consent informs this process, and will unlock barriers to sharing health data within specific contexts. The results from this study indicate a strong willingness to share personal health information in the population surveyed. A critical mass of consumers who are willing to share their health information will enable next generation healthcare services, ultimately leading to improved health outcomes for all.
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